Water Names (1998)
By Lan Samantha Chang
Summertime at dusk we’d gather on the
back porch, tired and sticky from another day
of fierce encoded quarrels, nursing our
mosquito bites and frail dignities, sisters
in name only. At first we’d pinch and slap
each other, fighting for the best-- least
ragged-- folding chair. Then we’d argue over
who would sit next to our grandmother. We were
so close together on the tiny porch that we
often pulled our own hair by mistake.
Forbidden to bite, we planted silent
toothmarks on each other’s wrists. We ignored
the bulk of house behind us, the yard, the
fields, the darkening sky. We even forgot
about our grandmother. Then suddenly we’d hear
her old, dry voice, very close, almost on the
backs of our necks.
“Xiushila!1 Shame on you. Fighting like a
bunch of chickens.”
And Ingrid, the oldest, would freeze
with her thumb and forefinger right on the
back of Lily’s arm. I would slide my hand away
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from the end of Ingrid’s
braid. Ashamed, we would
shuffle our feet while
Waipuo2 calmly found her
chair.
On some nights she sat
with us in silence, the tip
of her cigarette glowing red
like a distant stoplight.
But on some nights she told
us stories, “just to keep up
your Chinese,” she said, and
the red dot flickered and
danced, making ghostly
shapes as she moved her
hands like a magician in the
Yangtze River
dark.
“In these prairie crickets I often hear the sound of rippling waters,
of the Yangtze River,”3 she said. “Granddaughters, you are descended on
both sides from people of the water country, near the mouth of the great
Chang Jiang, as it is called, where the river is so grand and broad that
even on clear days you can scarcely see the other side.
“The Chang Jiang runs four thousand miles, originating in the
Himalaya mountains where it crashes, flecked with gold dust, down steep
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The longest river in Asia, it flows west to east through central and southern China.
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cliffs so perilous and remote that few humans have ever seen them. In
central China, the river squeezes through deep gores, then widens in its
last thousand miles to the sea. Our ancestors have lived near the mouth of
the river, the ever-changing delta, near a city called Nanjing, for more
than a thousand years.”
“A thousand years,” murmured Lily, who was only ten. When she was
younger she had sometimes burst into nervous crying at the thought of so
many years. Her small insistent fingers grabbed my fingers in the dark.
“Through your mother and I you are descended from a line of great men
and women. We have survived countless floods and seasons of ill-fortune
because we have the spirit of the river in us. Unlike mountains, we cannot
be powdered down or broken apart. Instead, we run together, like raindrops.
Our strength and spirit wear down mountains into sand. But even our people
must respect the water.”
She paused, and a bit of ash glowed briefly as it drifted to the
floor.
“When I was young, my own
grandmother once told me the
story of Wen Zhiqing’s
daughter. Twelve hundred years
ago the civilized parts of
China still lay to the north,
and the Yangtze valley lay
unspoiled. In those days lived
an ancestor named Wen Zhiqing,
a resourceful man, and proud.
He had been fishing for many
years with trained cormorants,
which you girls of course have
never seen. Cormorants are
cormorant
sleek, black birds with long,
bending necks which the fisherman fitted with metal rings so the fish they
caught could not be swallowed. The birds would perch on the side of the old
wooden boat and dive into the river.” We had only known blue swimming
pools, but we tried to imagine the sudden shock of cold and the plunge,
deep into water.
“Now, Wen Zhiqing had a favorite daughter who was very beautiful and
loved the river. She would beg to go out on the boat with him. This
daughter was a restless one, never contented with their catch and often she
insisted they stay out until it was almost dark. Even then, she was not
satisfied. She had been spoiled by her father, kept protected from the
river, so she could not see its danger. To this young woman, the river was
familiar as the sky. It was a bright, broad road stretching out to curious
lands. She did not fully understand the river’s depth.
“One clear spring evening, as she watched the last bird dive off into
the blackening waters, she said, ‘If only this catch would bring back
something more than another fish!’
“She leaned over the side of the boat and looked at the water. The
stars and moon reflected back at her. And it is said that the spirits
living underneath the water looked up at her as well. And the spirit of a
young man who had drowned in the river many years before saw her lovely
face.”
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We had heard about the ghosts of the drowned, who wait forever in the
water for a living person to pull down instead. A faint breeze moved
through the mosquito screens and we shivered.
“The cormorant was gone for a very long time,” Waipuo said, “so long
that the fisherman grew puzzled. Then, suddenly, the bird emerged from the
waters, almost invisible in the night. Wen Zhiqing grasped his catch, a
very large fish, and guided the boat back to shore. And when Wen reached
home, he gutted the fish, and discovered, in its stomach, a valuable pearl
ring.”
“From the man?” said Lilly.
“Sshh, she’ll tell you.”
Waipuo ignored us. “His daughter was delighted that her
wish had been fulfilled. What most excited her was the idea
of an entire world like this, a world where such a beautiful
ring would be only a bauble! For part of her had always
longed to see faraway things and places. The river had put a
spell on her heart. In the evenings she began to sit on the
bank, looking at her own reflection in the water. Sometimes
she said she saw a handsome young man looking back at her. And
her yearning for him filled her heart with sorrow and fear, for
she knew that she would soon leave her beloved family.
“‘It’s just the moon,’ said Wen Zhiqing, but his daughter shook her
head. ‘There’s a kingdom under the water,’ she said. ‘The prince is asking
me to marry him. He sent the ring as an offering to you.’ ‘Nonsense,’ said
her father, and he forbade her to sit by the water again.
“For a year things went as usual, but the next spring there came a
terrible flood that swept away almost everything. In the middle of a
torrential rain, the family noticed that the daughter was missing. She had
taken advantage of the confusion to hurry to the river and visit her
beloved. The family searched for days but they never found her.”
Her smoky, rattling voice came to a stop.
“What happened to her?” Lily said.
“It’s okay, stupid,” I told her. “She was so beautiful that she went
to join the kingdom of her beloved. Right?”
“Who knows?” Waipuo said. “They say she was seduced by a water ghost.
Or perhaps she lost her mind to desiring.”
“What do you mean?” asked Ingrid.
“I’m going inside,” Waipuo said, and got out of her chair with a
creak. A moment later the light went on in her bedroom window. We knew she
stood before the mirror, combing out her long, wavy silver-gray hair, and
we imagined that in her youth she too had been beautiful.
We sat together without talking, breathing our dreams in the
lingering smoke. We had gotten used to Waipuo’s abruptness, her habit of
creating a question and leaving without answering it, as if she were
disappointed in the question itself. We tried to imagine Wen Zhiqing’s
daughter. What did she look like? How old was she? Why hadn’t anyone
remembered her name?
While we weren’t watching, the stars had emerged. Their brilliant
pinpoints mapped the heavens. They glittered over us, over Waipuo in her
room, the house, and the small city we lived in, the great waves of grass
that ran for miles around us, the ground beneath as dry and hard as bone.
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